Abstract-This work introduces a low-cost energy measurement method and proposes a simple linear model to estimate the vehicle energy consumption when navigating a given trajectory. Experimental results on Nessie VII AUV show that the developed system can be used to measure the energy used during the vehicle's operations with a good confidence level. Moreover the proposed estimation model can be trained using a simple calibration procedure each time the environmental conditions change or the vehicle's configuration is altered. The proposed solution is suited to real-time use on low-power embedded devices. The limited use of computation resources mean that this method is well suited for supporting navigation planning and motion control.
I. INTRODUCTION
Energy-awareness is a well-known problem in the autonomous vehicles research community. With the increase of the complexity and duration of missions the correct use of the on-board resources is becoming a fundamental aspect especially for the autonomous systems, which aim to provide higher performances in terms of reliability, long-term operability, adaptation and persistent autonomy. This is particularly true for today autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs) and for their missions where the operating environment, the payload and the space constraints set strict constraints on vehicle's design and mission planning. The idea of getting a qualitative estimation of potential vehicle range given the energy stored in vehicle's batteries has been already explored in the past. Using a simple metric, like the one proposed in [1] , to provide such estimation is effective especially when the power requirements of total load can be assumed fixed and when most of the mission's time is spent navigating along a given trajectory maintaining a constant energy usage. On the other hand when considering a different set of missions, like inspection of human-made underwater structures or maintenance tasks [2] , the assumption made above cannot be made, especially when the AUV is equipped with advanced planning capabilities that adapt and plan the future tasks according to the acquired knowledge and the mission's rules. Deployment under energy and time constraints has been initially studied ([3] , [4] ) for groups of mobile robots and then extended to other classes of autonomous vehicles. Some work has been done to analyse and predict the mission's energy usage [5] for unmanned ground vehicles (UGV) and comparing the navigation and guidance algorithm analysis [6] for unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) using energy expenditure as a benchmark metric. Mission adaptation in dynamic environments [7] has been analysed in detail for long-endurance AUVs using the same constraints.
The work presented in the following sections introduces the energy measurement solution we developed for our research vehicle, Nessie VII [8] . Nessie VII is a torpedo-shaped hovercapable AUV which has been developed in the Ocean Systems Laboratory and used for a variety of research experiments. The vehicle has been upgraded with four Li-Ion batteries, providing 2.2 kWh of energy, and six brushless DC thrusters, each of them capable of developing up to 250 W of power. In its latest configuration two new sonars have been added. One of them, externally attached, uses a pan and tilt unit for use in inspection tasks and fitted only when this capability is needed. The energy measurement solution we developed for Nessie VII Figure 1 . Nessie VII AUV during pre-trial testing inside OSL facilities. The pan-and-tilt unit with sonar has been fitted underneath the vehicle to provide enhanced capabilities for inspection and surveying tasks.
proposes a simple energy estimation model that was derived and used for navigation planning and motion control. Because of its simplicity, the proposed model can be adjusted before starting a new mission using a short calibration procedure to adapt the model coefficients to different external payload configurations which can introduce effects (increased inertia and drag) on vehicle navigation. Despite providing only basic measurements and estimations this work is intended to be a first building block for a fully integrated system capable of providing diagnostic information and fault detection while at the same time collecting data on how the resources are being used, on how much resource is still available for subsequent tasks, on how well these resources are being used.
II. CURRENT SENSING
Nessie VII did not have the capability of measuring energy consumption. Some of the internal components, like thrusters, can already provide a rough estimation of their current consumption but often their accuracy and precision is not known or they rely on proprietary solutions for accessing raw measurements. In addition the direct measurement of energy consumption opens up opportunities for improved fault diagnosis systems. With the aim of introducing a low-cost solution and avoiding relying on a specific thruster model we decided to directly integrate a current sensing device [9] on the vehicle's main electrical bus. We implemented a simple coulomb-counting procedure to measure the energy used by the entire platform. Most of the sensing devices are able to convert directly the current flow into an output voltage. By using an ADC this output can be converted to a current measurement a sense by applying the sensor's model, usually linear when operating within a given range. After analysing the operating condition and the internal design of Nessie VII a Hall-effect based sensor was selected. The sensor can work on wide operational range (0A to 30A) while providing optimal decoupling [10] between the high voltage main bus and the low voltage data acquisition devices. Because of the sensing device placement (before any load but near the battery bus) such a system is also used to estimate the depth-of-discharge of the vehicle's battery. In this manner we gain extra information about the battery state along with existing level indicators already integrated inside the vehicle.
The energy usage is then calculated by integration (1) of the sensed current values. Those are acquired at a fixed sampling rate F s = 1/T s using a dedicated microcontroller (MCU) device and then processed by main vehicle's computer. To achieve good precision a trapezoidal approximation is used:
where V bus is main bus voltage, T s is the sampling time, a sense the measured current amplitude and T represents the time of measurement on a sampled-time axis.
III. ENERGY ESTIMATION
Estimating the energy consumption for a moving vehicle along a given trajectory is a difficult task as described in [5] and [11] . This is especially true when few assumptions can be made of the operating environment. In the underwater vehicle domain the presence of a high number of degrees of freedom (DOF) and the high variability of operating conditions represent a difficult challenge when providing such estimation. This is because several aspects should be evaluated, like the effect of external disturbances [12] , often not taken into account in the hydrodynamic models, and the operation of the advanced controllers (cascaded PID loops or robust control designs) which often are used in such vehicles. Part of this work is developed with the specific aim of abstracting from the underlying control architecture, which could be effectively part of a separate subsystem, while only analysing its effects on the vehicle navigation. Despite the possibility of using the hydrodynamic model to estimate ahead-of-time the actual motion of the autonomous platform this work has also the goal of keeping the computational complexity low enough to allow extensive use of the prediction model with an external trajectory planner and within the vehicle motion control module when selecting a low-energy path.
A. Linear Model
We are proposing a linear model that is used to estimate the required energy for navigating along a known trajectory. This is given as an ordered list of the waypoints described by a 6DOF vector in north-east-depth-roll-pitch-yaw (NEDRPY) reference system. The trajectory is then analysed piecewise, considering pairs of consecutive waypoints as the basic input for the energy model. Given a pair of waypoints w A and w B in NEDRPY reference, a displacement vector D can be calculated in body-frame (BF) reference by a simple rotation transform using the vehicle attitude at the initial waypoint:
where the first three terms, ∆ x , ∆ y , ∆ d , represent the coordinate change on the longitudinal, lateral, vertical axes and the last three, ∆ φ , ∆ θ , ∆ ψ , the rotations around the same axes. Each delta is then used in a linear combination of terms to estimate the required energy ∆ E to move the AUV between the two waypoints:
Since we are not actively controlling the pitch and roll in our experimental setup the ∆ φ and ∆ θ terms are explicitly removed from model. According to observed data, displacements along x, y, z axes as well as yaw rotations can be approximated by a linear term as outlined in (4). The total energy estimation is then calculated for the N-waypoint trajectory as the sum of N − 1 individual legs, assuming w 0 the initial waypoint:
The BF coordinate reference system is used instead of the NED one because by its nature it is aligned to vehicle's principal axis, making the displacement along x and y axis, respectively surge and sway movements, relative only to pairs of homogeneous thrusters for our target configuration.
The waypoint w A in NED reference, where n, e, d, φ, θ, ψ represent respectively north, east, depth coordinates and pitch, roll, yaw attitude angles. Because we are interested in the relative position of waypoint w B respect to w A the two of them can be rewritten in body-frame reference as:
where the north and east coordinates are replaced with bodyframe ones using the rotation transform defined by M matrix:
The rotation matrix M is calculated using the vehicle attitude at w A waypoint considering a simple geometry: (10) After applying the transformation to both waypoints one can calculate the displacement vector D = |p A − p B | by difference, obtaining the relative change of position and attitude for the given trajectory leg.
B. Model Calibration
The coefficients k 1 , . . . , k n in (4) are calculated individually using the least-square fitting method on recorded data when navigating on given trajectories, designed to stimulate one degree of freedom at time. Considering the configuration of Nessie VII we decided to test extensively the surge, sway, heave and yaw degree-of-freedom by generating trajectories where all but the tested degree of freedom is kept constant. For instance, when stimulating the surge DOF the calibration trajectory W surge has been generated according (12) , where d is an offset and L is the minimum distance between consecutive waypoints.
In this way the writing of displacement vector D surge can be reduced to a single component which is then used for fitting the k 1 coefficient.
The energy vector ∆ E , instead, is calculated taking into account the difference of total energy usage (2) between consecutive waypoints.
After computing the two vectors D and ∆ E a least-square fitting can be applied thus calculating the k 1 coefficient related to surge displacement.
This calibration procedure then is applied again for the others DOFs obtaining the full set of coefficients for a given vehicle configuration. For Nessie VII AUV the following relation has been found after calibrating the linear model: Figure 2 . Geometric representation of two waypoints (w A , w B ) with required yaw attitude in north-east plane. The angles α and β represent the orientation changes needed respectively for forward and lateral navigation modes while δ is the line-of-sight angle between waypoints.
C. Guidance Optimization
Once the model has been fitted a simple guidance rule, that has been derived, is used to select the most appropriate guidance mode between forward navigation (FNAV) and lateral navigation (LNAV). In the former mode the vehicle needs to adjust its attitude to navigate towards the next waypoint by moving forward thus using mostly the forward thrusters. In the latter the adjustment is made to use lateral thrusters thus rotating the vehicle to be orthogonal to the path among waypoints. To select the guidance mode a software module in the vehicle estimates the cost of two modes and chooses the cheapest alternative:
where ∆ w is distance between waypoints, (α 1 , α 2 ) and (β 1 , β 2 ) are rotation angles for the two guidance modes, shown in Figure 2 . This has been shown to be effective when the vehicle is navigating on trajectories with short legs and a high number of attitude changes, for instance while performing an inspection task, to orientate the sensors and acquire the data. In this case the vehicle can consider the lateral navigation as an alternative to forward mode if the associated rotation's cost is lower and the distance between waypoints is short. More generally a separation rule can be derived directly by comparing the (17) and (18) in the worst-case scenario 1 of forward navigation and considering the relationship (16) among coefficients of Nessie VII AUV:
The (19) suggests that below a given waypoints' distance can be convenient to consider a different guidance mode other than the forward navigation for an energy-efficient point of view.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Initial experiments have been conducted using the UWSim simulator [13] together with the Nessie VII hydrodynamic and thrusters model. The use of the simulator enabled us to test the proposed approach with different types of mission and trajectories before deploying new software inside the vehicle itself. Despite the presence of a simulated environment the use of Robot Operative System (ROS) [14] framework enabled us to conduct the series of experiments using the same software, like control and navigation modules, already deployed inside the vehicle. Several scenarios have been simulated, we chose a particular inspection mission as our reference test-case because this will provide enough knowledge to validate the proposed work in the next field trials scheduled in the summer. Such missions require the vehicle to survey the underwater section of a pier, as shown in Figure 3 , to collect data from several concrete elements like pillars and crossbeams supporting the pier's structure above. Nessie VII AUV is instructed to inspect a section of the underwater structure following an input trajectory, like the one represented in Figure 4 , by providing a list of inspection waypoints. To evaluate the efficiency of the proposed work we compared the vehicle energy usage, calculated using Nessie's thruster model directly from simulated navigation, with the estimated energy for the inspection task's trajectory using the model we introduced in the previous sections.
Before deploying the proposed work in the vehicle platform a new software module has been implemented to derive Figure 5 , have been normalised to the thrusters' energy to highlight the difference between predicted and reference values along the entire vehicle's trajectory. After completing the inspection task we compared the total energy usage to the estimated one, that was calculated before starting the navigation, as shown in Table III . Using the proposed model we were able to predict the energy requirements within 10% of total usage for the given task. This result shows that we are able to achieve a good correlation between the proposed approach and the thruster's model already analysed during previous experiments. Moreover this gives us enough confidence to use this tool to monitor the execution of tasks in complex missions to further validate the model with real mission data.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Offline simulation results have suggested we should expect a good confidence level for operation in a shallow water without strong sea currents. This method is particularly attractive for use with a trajectory or motion planner, because of its low computational requirements, giving the possibility of using the forward-predicted energy as a cost function to select the best guidance mode from the available ones without requiring an excessive computational cost, typical of an hydrodynamic simulation method. While forward prediction is a useful tool to look at near future in the mission's time line, this method can find application in analysing the recent past during a mission's execution and after completing a given set of task. A dedicated software module can compare the real energy usage of a completed task to the expected usage that is calculated from known models. This provides more information in cases where there is the presence of a noticeable difference, for instance because of changes in the external environment or undetected misbehaviours with platform's payload. For these reasons the proposed work has to be intended as first element of a more integrated energy management system, currently underdevelopment, which, will be presented in the future. Such a system has the goal to provide a sufficient level of energyawareness to extend vehicle's self-management capabilities, to provide a better understanding of the resource usage during the mission execution and to collect all the necessary information to build a knowledge base that will be used during mission planning and execution.
